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Abstract: In recent years, software developers have started to appropriate GitHub repositories
to curate resources, in order to systematically select, evaluate, and organize existing artifacts for
preservation and future use. Curation behaviors in social media sites, such as users’ experiences to
curate tweets from Twitter and pins on Pinterest, are well documented. However, GitHub, as a social
coding platform, presents a new context for this activity, raising questions about the nature of curation
on this task-driven online work site. To explore and understand curation on GitHub, we compared
and contrasted curation repositories with software repositories using activity logs and analyzed
the content of popular curation repositories. Our results show that: (1) curation repositories have
become a favorite category of repositories in GitHub; (2) curation repositories leverage collaborative
features and practices native to GitHub in new ways; (3) curation repositories collect and preserve
high-quality resources for the software developers’ community. Our results suggest that curation is
becoming increasingly important to the software developers’ community, and current practices can
be better supported with tools designed specifically for curation.
Keywords: curation; GitHub; software developers’ community

1. Introduction
GitHub is an online service for source code hosting and software project collaboration. It provides
features for coordinating work, such as the issue tracker for a repository to discuss software features
and bugs and the pull-request mechanism for software developers to make contributions to other
repositories [1,2]. It also includes social features, such as following other GitHub users to make
connections and receiving updates of others from activity traces [1,2].
Recently, software developers began to create GitHub repositories that systematically organize
and index the Internet resources (Figure 1), and many gained notable popularity. Studies of this
phenomenon have investigated the motivations of curators and user experiences with curation
repositories [3,4]. The analysis of GitHub features for supporting curation, as well as the role that
curation repositories have been playing in the software developers’ community, are still missing.
Therefore, in this paper, we are interested in adding to the literature by understanding the way that
GitHub features are applied in curation repositories as well as the functions of curation repositories in
the software developers’ community.
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To answer this research question, we first compare how curation repositories are different from
typical software repositories. As a relatively new way to utilize GitHub, users are likely to participate
in such kind of repository differently. This relates not only to the number of GitHub users who star
a repository, which usually shows a user’s interests towards a repository [7,8], but also to the different
types
of activities
we
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explore our initial research question through the specific sub-research questions outlined below.

Figure 1.
1. The
The “awesome
“awesome Python”
Python” curation
curation repository
repository(https://github.com/vinta/awesome-python).
(https://github.com/vinta/awesome-python).
Figure

RQ1: How are curation repositories different from the typical software repositories of GitHub?
In recent years, curation behavior has been investigated in the context of social media sites, such
Prior literature has documented software practices on GitHub well [1,2,8], and some literature
as Twitter and Pinterest, and with respect to media contents, such as videos, images, text (tweets),
has provided insights into the curator’s motivations and the users' experiences with curation
and hyperlinks to other online resources [5,6]. Curation in GitHub is distinct from curation in those
repositories [3,4]. However, a gap still exists in how GitHub features are utilized in curation
websites of in the following ways. First, hyperlinks posted in GitHub curation repositories are directed
repositories and how they are adopted differently, as compared to the intended software practice.
at the software developers’ community, whose members share and cultivate a professional interest in
This research question intends to close this gap and to provide an account of the categories and user
software development. Second, the curation on GitHub is embedded in the context of GitHub, which is
participation that make curation repositories different.
an ensemble of social coding features intended for software development and collaboration rather than
In addition to the comparison with software repositories, currently, we have little understanding
for curation. The GitHub context raises interesting questions concerning how its features support such
of the details of curation repositories in terms of what kind of needs they address and what role they
an appropriation for curation and what role it serves for this specific community. Therefore, this paper
play in the software developers’ community. Thus, the following research question will be
attempts to answer the following overarching research question:
investigated next.
RQ: How does GitHub support curation practices?
RQ2: What is the emerging role of curation repositories in the GitHub community?
To answer this research question, we first compare how curation repositories are different from
Specifically, this research question examines the function of curation by examining the contents,
typical software repositories. As a relatively new way to utilize GitHub, users are likely to participate
format, the owner’s characteristics, and collaboration pattern of curation repositories on GitHub. The
in such kind of repository differently. This relates not only to the number of GitHub users who
answer to this research question can elucidate why curation repositories are useful, why they have
star a repository, which usually shows a user’s interests towards a repository [7,8], but also to the
suddenly drawn great attention, and what kind of impact they bring to the software developers’
different types of activities that take place inside a curation repository, such as pull requests [8]. Thus,
community.
we explore our initial research question through the specific sub-research questions outlined below.
Through a statistical analysis of the activity logs to compare curation repositories with software
RQ1: How are curation repositories different from the typical software repositories of GitHub?
repositories and a content analysis of the most popular curation repositories on GitHub, we find that
Prior literature has documented software practices on GitHub well [1,2,8], and some literature
curation repositories are more popular than software repositories, and GitHub users participate in
has provided insights into the curator’s motivations and the users’ experiences with curation
 repositories [3,4]. However, a gap still exists in how GitHub features are utilized in curation repositories
and how they are adopted differently, as compared to the intended software practice. This research
question intends to close this gap and to provide an account of the categories and user participation
that make curation repositories different.
In addition to the comparison with software repositories, currently, we have little understanding
of the details of curation repositories in terms of what kind of needs they address and what role
they play in the software developers’ community. Thus, the following research question will be
investigated next.
RQ2: What is the emerging role of curation repositories in the GitHub community?
Specifically, this research question examines the function of curation by examining the contents, format,
the owner’s characteristics, and collaboration pattern of curation repositories on GitHub. The answer to
this research question can elucidate why curation repositories are useful, why they have suddenly drawn
great attention, and what kind of impact they bring to the software developers’ community.
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Through a statistical analysis of the activity logs to compare curation repositories with software
repositories and a content analysis of the most popular curation repositories on GitHub, we find
that curation repositories are more popular than software repositories, and GitHub users participate
in curation repositories in a qualitatively different way. Most curation repositories are maintained
by individual software developers and they intend to collect and preserve high-quality resources,
originated from either inside or outside of GitHub, about the technology industry. Our findings
suggest that curation repositories become an essential way for the software developers’ community to
centralize fragmented information and share knowledge. This study contributes to the understanding
of curation in GitHub and sheds light on the potential ways to better support the practice.
2. Related Work
2.1. The GitHub Environment
GitHub is known as a social coding service for software developers to host source code artifacts
and to collaborate with others using its social features [1,2]. In recent years, GitHub has become a
popular site for researchers to study online software practices. Dabbish et al. (2012) found that GitHub
features are signals for software developers to make social inferences [1]. For example, the recent
activity and frequency of maintenance of a repository are signs of the project’s liveliness, the number
of followers a developer has is interpreted as the community status, and the number of stars and forks
indicate the quality of a software project [1]. Marlow et al. (2013) found that software developers
systematically use available cues in GitHub to form an impression about peers in collaboration,
e.g., to find out more information, such as interaction style and expertise, about the contributor when
responding to code commits [2]. Specifically, Tsay et al. (2014) focused on analyzing the GitHub
features adopted in evaluating pull requests and found that some features, such as the status of the
developers in the community, are likely to increase the acceptance rate [8].
These studies distinguish curation on GitHub from that on other social media sites in the following
aspects. First, the user base of GitHub is converged, consisting of a dominating population of software
developers focusing on software practices. Conversely, social media sites, such as Twitter and Pinterest,
have a very general user base comprising users that curate for “Entertainment & Hobbies” [5], or “Food
& Drink”, “DIY & Craft”, “Home Decor”, and “Women’s Fashion” [9]. Second, GitHub concentrates
on software practice, where features for collaboration are emphasized [1,2,8], while curation in other
social media sites focuses on individuals and does not emphasize collaboration among its users [6,9].
The comparison leaves an interesting question concerning the characteristics of GitHub as an entirely
different environment for curation.
Activities on GitHub are organized around repositories. Specifically, a GitHub repository is the
basic unit to organize a software project and related activities (https://guides.github.com/activities/
hello-world/). GitHub users can send pull requests to a repository for making code contributions or
comment in the issue tracker for bug-reporting or feature-requesting [1]. In addition, in 2012, GitHub
announced a new feature that allows users to mark a repository as interesting by giving it a “star”
(https://github.com/blog/1204-notifications-stars). Today, stars are considered an important indicator
of the popularity of a repository [7]. Lima et al. (2014) found that the number of stars a repository
receives follows a power-law distribution, which means that a large amount of community attention
is focusing on a small number of repositories [10]. A curation repository is a GitHub repository that
is created for the purpose of curation, which is an appropriation of GitHub features designed for
software collaboration. We are interested in understanding (1) the way that GitHub features are
adopted, and (2) how activities are organized around a curation repository.
2.2. Curation in GitHub
Curation is defined as the process that involves identifying, selecting, validating, organizing,
describing, maintaining, and preserving existing artifacts [11]. Duh et al. (2012) described a curator as
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the one who collects and organizes existing content into a larger unit, emphasizing the manual effort
of curation as compared to automatic methods such as algorithmic search and aggregation [5].
The purposes of curation have been a popular topic in curation-related literature. Duh et al. found
that entertainment and hobbies together with serious topics, such as society, politics, and economics,
are among the most favored topics when curating tweets. Change et al. (2014) discovered that the
most popular categories of pins are “food and drink”, “DIY crafts”, and “home decoration” [9]. We are
interested in identifying the objectives of curation repositories in GitHub, which offers a different
context for this behavior than Twitter or Pinterest.
Data provenance and leadership in curation emerge as interesting topics in the recent curation
literature. Matthews et al. (2014) captured the source of each curated item in an organizational
environment and found that both internal and external resources are curated with respect to different
tools (wiki, blog, etc.) [12]. The curation efforts in intranet communities are often performed
by community leaders, while members of the communities are encouraged to curate external
resources [12]. We would also like to follow a similar procedure to analyze the sources of the curated
items and the status of the owners of curation repositories on GitHub.
A recent study by Munaiah et al. (2017) developed a tool, called reaper, that evaluates a GitHub
repository from eight dimensions to determine whether a repository is an engineered software project
and to identify software projects that conform to the dimensions within a sample of 1,994,977 GitHub
repositories [13]. The research focus of Munaiah et al. (2017) was different from the one of this paper,
since they developed a set of metrics and curated software repositories from GitHub according to these
metrics, which is a method of algorithmic curating [13]. In contrast, in this study, we investigate the
curation behavior happening on GitHub that appropriates GitHub repositories for curation purposes,
which is a different category of curation in the software practice.
Last but not least, since GitHub is a highly collaborative environment, we are also wondering
whether and how collaborative features, such as pull requests, are used in curation repositories.
3. Method
To characterize popular curation repositories hosted on GitHub, we collected a dataset of activity
logs on GitHub, identified the top curation and software repositories, compared them with top software
repositories, and coded the contents of the curation repositories. The dataset was collected from GitHub
Archive (https://www.githubarchive.org/), which captures a comprehensive GitHub timeline data.
GitHub Archive data has been actively used for analysis in academic publications [10,14–16]. However,
the dataset was influenced by a bug report about a crawler issue on 22 September 2013 (https://
github.com/igrigorik/githubarchive.org/pull/37), which resulted in a loss of events. For consistency
and data quality, we collected 109,782,635 events on 7,079,847 repositories that occurred between
1 October 2013 and 31 August 2014.
In order to find the commonalities of the curation repositories that are of interest to others, we selected
the ones based on indicators of popularity. Trending repositories are displayed on GitHub by day,
week, or month. The trending repositories typically average about 500 stars per repository (https:
//github.com/trending?l=all&since=weekly). Given that a repository that trends can be considered a
relatively popular repository on GitHub, we then selected all repositories that had more than 500 stars
within a date range. At the same time, many software repositories with more than 500 stars have been
established for years. In order to have a fair comparison of curation and software repositories, only
repositories that were created after January 1, 2013 were retained, resulting in 1929 repositories.
To identify curation repositories within this sample, we first identified 1384 software projects,
whose programming languages were automatically detected by GitHub. For the remaining
545 repositories, we manually labeled each. The criterion used to determine if a repository was
a curation repository was whether the primary content of the repository was a collection of Internet
resources. As a result, we identified 49 curation repositories from the 545 repositories. As we could not
verify the nature of the other 496 repositories, and since our immediate interest for this paper focused
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on popular curation repositories and their comparison with software repositories, we discarded these
496 repositories from the sample.
After identifying the most popular curation and software repositories, to answer RQ1, i.e., how are
curation repositories different from the typical software repositories of GitHub, we aggregated the activity
log data
intoInternet
49 curation
Future
2017, 9, 28repositories and 1384 software repositories, respectively, and applied
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we performed content analysis on the 49 repositories. For each curation repository, we coded the
community, we performed content analysis on the 49 repositories. For each curation repository, we
repository
name, description, curated items, pull requests, and owners’ profiles, which were retrieved
coded the repository name, description, curated items, pull requests, and owners’ profiles, which
from GitHub on September 1, 2014. Open coding strategies as suggested by Strauss (1987) were applied
were retrieved from GitHub on September 1, 2014. Open coding strategies as suggested by Strauss
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a coding
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a coding
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the
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discussed, and refined iteratively among researchers [18]. The results are presented in the following
The
data files and source code used in this paper are available in the following GitHub repository:
section.
https://github.com/chaconnewu/future-internet/.
The data files and source code used in this paper are available in the following GitHub
repository: https://github.com/chaconnewu/future-internet/.
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4.1.2. Comparison of User Participation for Curation and Software Repositories
In addition to the comparison of popularity, in order to characterize how GitHub features are
leveraged in curation repositories, we compared the curation repositories and software repositories in
terms of different types of user activities.
The number of activities performed in each repository in our sample was aggregated and
log-transformed [19]. Then, independent samples t-tests were performed on each type of activity
introduced above to compare curation repositories with software repositories. Since eight t-tests
were performed among the two groups (including comparing the numbers of stars for popularity),
a Bonferroni–Holm (1979) correction for multiple testing was applied to avoid the issue of multiple
comparisons [20]. The results are shown in Table 1. All Bonferroni–Holm corrected p values were
significant. Therefore, curation repositories resulted significantly different from software repositories
for all seven types of activity. Specifically, curation repositories resulted to have higher numbers of
Fork, Push, and Pull Request events and lower number of Create, Delete, Issue Comment, and Issues events.
Table 1. Independent sample t-tests to compare the log-transformed mean of the number of seven
types of activities between curation projects and software projects.
Type of Event
Create
Delete
Fork
Issue Comment
Issues
Pull Request
Push

Curation (N = 49)

Software (N = 1384)

Mean

Mean (log)

SD (log)

Mean

Mean (log)

SD (log)

1.84
0.65
465.69
105.10
27.16
151.69
405.82

0.80
0.21
5.45
4.02
2.62
4.29
4.57

0.62
0.57
1.08
1.28
1.27
1.28
1.07

16.97
9.40
161.81
406.91
140.64
91.52
165.36

1.85
1.04
4.51
4.56
3.77
3.22
3.85

1.34
1.22
1.12
1.86
1.65
1.59
1.68

df
65.22
64.91
51.73
55.48
53.86
53.38
56.80

t

11.01 **
9.41 **
−6.04 **
2.85 *
6.12 **
−5.76 **
−4.52 **

* indicates the result is significant at p < 0.01, ** indicates the result is significant at p < 0.001, (log) indicates the
statistics were calculated on log-transformed value.

GitHub records several types of activity logs (https://developer.github.com/v3/activity/events/
types). The important and representative activities include the following: Create and Delete events
indicate a change in the repository structure, such as creating or deleting a Git branch; Issue Comment
and Issues events indicate user participation in issue tracker; Fork event happens when a GitHub user
clones a repository to his/her own space, which is a prerequisite for a Pull Request; a Pull Request event
indicates that a GitHub user makes some code changes of a repository and wants the owners of the
repository to merge the changes, and, thus, it is an indicator of contributions from others; a Push event
refers to the event of committing a code change in a repository.
The lower frequencies on Create and Delete events for curation repositories implies that curation
repositories are less likely to change the repository structure. The lower frequencies of Issues and Issue
Comment events indicates that curation repositories are less active on issue trackers, which possibly
means that they have fewer bug reports and feature requests. The higher frequency of Push events
shows the active development of curation repositories. The higher frequencies of Pull Request and Fork
events indicate that curation repositories receive more units of contributions from the community.
4.2. The Emerging Role of Curation Repositories
In spite of the enormous amount of popularity curation received, the kind of information needs
that it addresses and the role that it plays in the software developers’ community are currently
unknown. In this section, we applied content analysis to examine the curated contents, the owners, the
contributors, and the interactions among owners and contributors in order to understand the roles of
curation repositories on GitHub.
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4.2.1. The Purposes of Curation Repositories
First, we investigated the contents of curation repositories. As shown in Figure 1, the content of a
curation repository is usually a list of curated items of various types, grouped into a set of categories.
We coded the topic of each curation repository and the types of curated items and examined the
provenance of the curated items.
Overall, 47 of the 49 curation repositories included resources about a topic in the technology
industry, one was about curating taco recipes, and one was about curating images.
The Quality Indicators of Curated Contents
We observed that the curation repositories usually include quality indicators in the repository
name, description, or README.md file. Out of 49 projects, 27 contained quality indicators, including
words or phrases like “awesome” (15 repositories), “must-watch” or “must-read” (3 repositories),
“good” (3 repositories), “useful” (2 repositories), and “rock your world”, “most influential”, “favorite”,
“cool” (1 repository each). Some curation repositories also included a very specific definition of the
quality of their contents, such as:
“An awesome package is one that is mature (not recently released), is well maintained, has a good
amount of users, has good documentation, follows the best practices, and whose latest release is
less than one year old. Awesome Django packages and projects are the ones that inspire and serve
as examples.”—awesome-django (https://github.com/rosarior/awesome-django)
Types of Curated Items
Then, we followed the hyperlinks of each curation repository and recorded the type of resource
it directed to. The most common types of curated resources were articles and software projects.
The complete types of resources and the associated number of curation repositories that included that
type of resources is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Types of curated resources.
Type of Resources

#

Type of Resources

#

Articles
Software projects
Websites
Books
Video
Software
Blogs

31
30
24
20
12
11
9

Courses
Conferences
Audio
Microblogs
Q&As
People
Research Papers

6
4
4
4
4
3
3

Sources of Curated Items
Following Matthews et al.’s (2014) framework for identifying the sources of curated content [12],
we examined the sources of the curated items in each curation repository. We coded the repositories
using the following scheme: the repositories with more than 75% contents from GitHub were coded as
internal curation, those with less than 25% contents from GitHub as external curation, and the rest was
coded as hybrid curation.
Around 30% of the curation repositories engaged in internal curation for which the contents
mostly came from within GitHub. In 61.2% of the curation repositories, the majority of the curated
items came from external resources, which was originated outside of the GitHub realm (Table 3).
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Table 3. Sources of the curation repositories.
Curation Type

# Curation Repositories

Percent

Internal Curation
Hybrid Curation
External Curation

15
4
30

30.6%
8.2%
61.2%

As seen in Figure 1, a section contains a themed list of items, which notes the resource name,
link, and description. We further coded item description as follows: (1) if the curated list contained
nothing except the name of the resources and hyperlink, it was coded as “No description”; (2) if most
items (more than 70 percent) of the list had a one- or two-sentence description, it was coded as “Simple
description”; (3) if most items (more than 70 percent) of the list had a description which the was either
structured or longer than two sentences, it was coded as “Rich description” (Table 4).
Table 4. Levels of description in the curation repositories.
Level of Description

# Curation Repositories

Percent

No description
Some description
Rich description

19
20
10

38.8%
40.8%
20.4%

Around 60% of the curation repositories had some descriptions for each curated item, and 40%
had no description at all. This showed the varying of formatting for the curated lists and a lack
of standardization.
The results of this subsection outline the general characteristics of curation repositories: they are
GitHub repositories that collect and organize alleged high-quality resources about technology industry,
where articles and software projects are the most popular types of curated items; the curated items
come from both inside and outside of GitHub, and the richness of the description of the curated items
varies among different repositories.
4.2.2. The Owners of Curation Repositories
Repositories on GitHub are the results of collaborative efforts between owner and contributors.
Owners create a repository, and contributors contribute to curation repositories through sending pull
requests. For software repositories on GitHub, many are owned by an organization as a public space
for their open source projects. GitHub organizations are group-owned accounts [21]. A repository
that is owned by an organization is usually managed by a corporation or a group of developers [21].
For popular individual software repositories, owners are usually “coding rock stars”, i.e., GitHub
users who have lots of followers and attract community attention [1]. We wondered if the same holds
true for the owners of curation repositories.
For the 49 curation repositories, two (4.1%) were owned by an organization, and the other 47
were owned by individuals. For the 1384 software repositories in our sample, 522 were owned by an
organization (37.7%). This showed that the majority of the popular curation repositories were owned
by individuals, which implies that most curation repositories could be successfully managed without
group efforts.
The number of followers of an individual software developer is an indicator of its community
status in GitHub [1,2,8]. An example of a “coding rock star” is GitHub user “dhh” [1], who has
thousands of followers. Prior work has found that the distributions of the number of followers
shows a power-law-like shape [10]. However, the follower distribution of the owners of curation
repositories have not been reported. In addition, Matthews et al. (2014) reported that in a large
enterprise environment, curators are usually the community leaders [12]. We wondered if the same
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holds true also in the social coding site. In the following analysis, we used the number of followers to
indicate if the owner of a curation repository was a “coding rock star” or a community leader.
By analyzing the activity log collected from GitHub Archive, we were able to find the number of
followers the owners had prior to the creation of the curation repositories. This analysis focused on
the 47 repositories that were owned by individuals. The results are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. The number of GitHub users following curation repository owners prior to the creation of
curation projects.
# Followers

# Owners

Percent

<10
Between 10 and 100
≥100

22
15
10

46.8%
31.9%
21.3%

Nearly eighty percent of owners had less than 100 followers prior to their creation of curation
repositories. It is apparent that the majority of the owners of the popular curation repositories were
not community leaders before creating the curation repositories, which is different from the results
in Matthews et al. (2014) for enterprise environments, where usually community leaders take the
responsibility to curate resources [12].
4.2.3. Participation in Curation Repositories
This subsection concerns about how GitHub collaborative features are used in curation repositories.
For 40 out of 49 of the curation repositories, only the owners pushed changes to the main branch of the
repository. In 48 of the curation repositories, multiple contributors made contributions through pull
requests. The number of contributors a curation repository had is presented in Table 6. The majority of
curation repositories had more than 10 contributors.
Table 6. The number of contributors to curation repositories.
# of Contributors

# Curation Repos

Percent

<10
Between 10 and 100
>100

13
33
3

26.5%
67.3%
6.2%

Contributors of curation repositories appropriate the existing functions of GitHub to contribute
to the repositories. In 29 curation repositories, there were contributors who made suggestions of
resources in the issue tracker. Usually, they forked the curation repository to their own space, made a
modification, and sent a pull request to the owner, which is the same process as the collaboration on
software repositories on GitHub [2].
For each curation repository, we examined all pull requests that were created before August
31, 2014 to extract the proportion of pull requests with more than two participants involved. At the
time of this step of the analysis, one curation repository was no longer available because of copyright
issues. One repository did not have any other contributors and thus did not have any issues or pull
requests. In addition, we eliminated six curation repositories that had less than three pull requests
from this analysis. Therefore, this analysis was performed on 42 repositories. The results in Table 7
show that the contributions made to the majority of curation projects happened between only two
people (contributor and owner). Rarely were there cases in which a third person was involved in a
pull request to evaluate the resource or to make a comment (Table 7). This may be effective for owners
to manage the curation repositories, since after contributors suggest an item, they can evaluate and
then make a decision without introducing further steps. However, such mechanism might affect the
quality of the alleged high-quality resources, since only two persons examine a new item.
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Table 7. Percentage of Pull Requests that have more than two participants involved.
Percentage of Pull Requests That Have >2 Participants

# Repositories

Percent

≤10%
Between 10 and 15%
>15%

29
7
6

69%
16.7%
14.3%

To further understand how curation repositories are changed by pull requests, we retrieved all
pull
requests
Future
Internet that
2017,where
9, 28 created before August 31, 2014 for the 42 curation repositories and the
10 line
of 15
changes for each using the GitHub API. We defined the following three types of pull requests, using
“addition”
“addition”totodenote
denotethe
thenumber
numberofoflines
linesadded
addedininaapull
pullrequest
requestand
and“deletion”
“deletion”to
todenote
denotethe
thenumber
number
of
oflines
linesdeleted
deletedin
inaapull
pullrequest:
request:



Type Add:
Add: in
in this
this pull
pull request,
request,
Type
addition >> 0 and deletion = 0, or
addition
addition >> 0 and deletion > 0 and (addition - deletion) >> deletion
addition
deletion



Type Delete:
Delete: in
in this
this pull
pull request:
request:
Type
addition == 0 and deletion > 0, or
addition
addition >> 0 and deletion > 0 and (deletion - addition) >> addition
addition
addition



Type Update:
Update: the
the remaining
remaining cases,
cases,where
whereaddition
additionand
anddeletion
deletionwere
weresimilar.
similar.
Type

Followingthis
thisdefinition
definitionofoftypes
types
pull
requests,
each
curation
repository,
we calculated
Following
ofof
pull
requests,
forfor
each
curation
repository,
we calculated
the
the
percentage
of
each
type
of
pull
requests
and
plotted
the
results
in
Figure
3.
The
results
showed
percentage of each type of pull requests and plotted the results in Figure 3. The results showed that
that
in repositories
most repositories
this sample,
Typerepresented
Delete represented
a very
small of
portion
ofrequests
the pull
in
most
of thisof
sample,
Type Delete
a very small
portion
the pull
requests
(less
than
10%),
while
Type
Add
dominated
most
curation
repositories,
and
Type
Update
(less than 10%), while Type Add dominated most curation repositories, and Type Update represented
a limited
This
indicated
that curation
repositories
mostly received
arepresented
limited proportion.
Thisproportion.
indicated that
curation
repositories
mostly received
contributions
to add
contributions
to
add
more
resources
and
sometimes
to
change
the
existing
ones,
but
rarely were
more resources and sometimes to change the existing ones, but only rarely were there only
contributions
to
there
contributions
to
delete
resources.
delete resources.

Figure 3. The repository counts versus the percentage of Type Add, Delete, and Update of pull
Figure 3. The repository counts versus the percentage of Type Add, Delete, and Update of pull requests.
requests.
5. Discussion
Our results illustrate the characteristics of curation repositories regarding: (1) their differences
from software repositories on GitHub, (2) the topics and data provenance of the curated items, (3) the
leadership, and (4) the collaboration patterns. The emergence of curation repositories and their high
popularity have significant implications, which are discussed in this section.
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5. Discussion
Our results illustrate the characteristics of curation repositories regarding: (1) their differences
from software repositories on GitHub, (2) the topics and data provenance of the curated items, (3) the
leadership, and (4) the collaboration patterns. The emergence of curation repositories and their high
popularity have significant implications, which are discussed in this section.
5.1. Implications for the Software Developers’ Community
Our results and analysis show that most curation repositories on GitHub select, organize,
and preserve different types of high-quality resources, grouping them into different categories that
are useful for software developers. The wide popularity of curation repositories indicates that they
are well-received in the software developers’ community and attract enormous attention. It is likely
that curation repositories will become an important way for software developers to share knowledge
within the community.
Software developers are increasingly active in participating in a set of different social media
sites [22–24]. Although engaging in different sites creates vast opportunities for software developers
to find information that is relevant and useful, it also introduces many burdens and challenges, such
as (1) the fragmented resources spread over a set of social media sites, (2) the overhead to learn and
master different social media channels, and (3) the difficulties in evaluating the quality of information
in a large information space [24,25].
Curation on GitHub is likely to be a starting point to address these challenges. Curation repositories
centralize fragmented resources all over the Internet. They are located in GitHub, a site many developers
are already familiar with, where no other media literacy is required to master the tool, and they involve
a collaborative human effort to evaluate the quality of the curated contents. In this way, curation
repositories become an important way for the software developers’ community to communicate quality
resources so that millions of developers do not have to follow different social media sites and filter
resources themselves.
5.2. Internal Curation on GitHub
A relatively large proportion of curation repositories are internal-based, which suggests that one
important function of curation on GitHub is indexing GitHub-orientated resources.
GitHub has been reported to be a successful tool for self-hosting software repositories and
increasing the effectiveness of collaboration [1,2]. As a result, many more developers and organizations
began to host software projects on GitHub to allow contributions from others, while also contributing
to other software projects. This action led the fast growing of the number of repositories on GitHub.
The number of repositories on GitHub reached 10 million in 2013 (https://github.com/blog/1724-10million-repositories). However, not all repositories hosted on GitHub are of high quality and can be
appealing to software developers to use in their own projects or to contribute to. Curation repositories
provide valuable navigational support for software repository retrieval, with the help of GitHub
features as well as human effort. The high popularity of curation repositories and the large quantity of
internally curated resources suggest that such attempt is highly welcomed in the software developers’
community. They are likely to save the time and efforts software developers spend in locating the
desired software repositories.
Meanwhile, as each curation repository usually supports a single (or several related) software
development topic, it also raises the question about the scalability of curation practice. Particularly, with
the fast progressing of software engineering, new programming languages, frameworks, and libraries
are emerging daily, and thus the number of curation repository will grow as well. As a result, curation
repositories as a whole will be fragmented. Some meta curation repository has already emerged
(https://github.com/sindresorhus/awesome), which indexes and organizes curation repositories.
However, the usage and effectiveness of such meta-lists are unknown. The user evaluation of such
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curation repository and design efforts for organizing curation repositories can be an interesting future
research direction.
5.3. Implications for the Owners of Curation Repositories
In the review of the characteristics of the owners of curation repositories, we found that most of
them are individuals rather than organizations. This implies that the creation and maintenance of a
curation repository do not require group efforts. It also suggests that curation in the social coding
environment is different from that in the enterprise context, which tends to have a small leadership
team that creates and maintains curation repositories [12].
We were also curious to understand if the owners of curation repositories were leaders within the
community and found that many were little known prior to their creation of the repositories, for they
did not have many followers, which is an indication of the leadership status in GitHub [1,8]. This is an
interesting distinction, considering that the GitHub community often favors the work of reputable,
well-known developers [1]. The reputation of these curation repositories shows that curators do
not have to be community leaders within the social coding site for their curation repositories to be
well received.
This result has important implications. Given the popularity and attention the curation repositories
receive, it is an opportunity for not well-known software developers to create good curation repositories
and make an impact in the community. In addition, the role of curator may become important in the
software developers’ community, because (1) currently there is no easy way to deal with the information
fragmentation nor to address the difficulty in evaluating information [23,24], and (2) the software
industry is changing fast, and new technologies are developed while old ones are deprecated every
day [16]. It is likely that more curation efforts will be required in the software developers’ community.
However, as shown by our results, as most owners of curation repositories are individuals,
interesting questions arise on how well a curation repository can scale. The more popular a curation
repository becomes, the more contributions it will receive, and the larger it will become. It will become
increasingly hard for the owners to add new curated items, track existing ones, and at the same time,
evaluate the ones suggested by contributors as the repository expands. It will be interesting to see if
organizational efforts will be invested in a curation repository as it expands, or if a community, like
open source projects, where there are core and peripheral members, will emerge around a certain
curation repository.
5.4. Collaborative Curation on GitHub
The appropriation of GitHub for collaborative curation is of particular interest to this study
because GitHub provides a number of collaborative features, such as issue-tracker and pull-request
mechanisms, which become standard features in software practices.
Typical curation efforts include selecting, organizing, evaluating resources from multiple resources [5].
In addition to these activities, the owner of a curation repository will also interact with other contributors
to curate resources that match the description of the repository. In general, curation repositories
adopt the existing practices on GitHub intended for collaborative software development, in which
contributors send pull requests (or issues for some curation repositories) to the owner to submit a
change to an existing file (specifically, to add a new resource hyperlink). The owner will then evaluate
the resources recommended by the contributors and decide whether to merge the change or not. In this
way, curation repositories are collaboratively developed by a number of GitHub users. This kind
of collaborative curation follows very similar contribution patterns as software repositories [1,2,8].
Therefore, curation repositories not only adopt GitHub features, but also appropriate a part of the
software practices on GitHub.
However, this type of appropriation of GitHub for curation differs from that in the enterprise
context described by Matthew et al. (2014), which combines a number of tools to organize and curate
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resources to cope with information overload, and the community leaders usually curate the bulk part
of the resources [12].
Further, our results show that most collaborative curation happens only between two persons, the
owner of a curation repository and the contributor. This raises some doubts on whether the opinions of
two persons can be well representative for an artifact intended for a large community. It suggests that
GitHub features are underutilized in terms of evaluating resources for reaching community consensus.
In addition, most pull requests to curation repositories add new resources, rather than deleting the
existing ones. This suggests that the contributions to curation repositories rarely consider whether
the existing resources are still up to date or appropriate to be included in the list. In the long run, if a
curated list keeps growing, it can increase the navigational difficulties and affect the overall quality of
the curated resources.
5.5. Design Implications
Our results demonstrate that curation repositories have become an important type of artifact
developed in GitHub. The characteristics of such repositories have important implications.
From a design perspective, there are opportunities to design a better interface and provide a better
user experience for curation repositories. Open source software projects are a major type of resources
for curation, and software projects are created, flourished, and perished all the time. Under the current
curation paradigm, there is no effective way to monitor if a curated item in a curation repository
is under active development or not without manually checking. As suggested by recent literature,
software developers leverage a set of features to make social inferences: for example, recent activity
signals the activeness of a repository [1], and the number of stars indicates the community’s interest in
a project [8]. As most curation repositories are a single page with lengthy content, and, most of the
time, the information contained in a curated item is brief, including only the name of the resources and
simple description, these types of signals, such as the number of stars and activeness, can be appended
to each curated item to help software developers evaluate curated items inside a curation repository.
6. Limitations
Our study is limited in the following aspects. Given the large volume of GitHub repositories,
we were only able to examine a sample of them and elected to use the most popular ones as a
logical boundary for our sample. Less popular curation repositories might have different properties.
In addition, we applied content analysis and a quantitative method to generate the characteristics of
curation repositories. However, GitHub users’ motivations to create and collaborate on this type of
practice and their perception of such repositories are also relevant and interesting, which should be
the focus of future research efforts investigating this interesting phenomenon.
7. Conclusions
Curation on GitHub is an innovative appropriation of an existing tool in the software developers’
community. In this paper, we studied the characteristics of curation in the software developers’
community by investigating curation repositories in the following aspects: (1) the GitHub features
used in curation repositories, (2) the characteristics of contents, formats, and owners of curation
repositories, and (3) the collaboration patterns in curation repositories. Our results show that curation
repositories make use of existing GitHub features to collect, organize, and retain resources about the
technology industry. They centralize resources that are spread both inside and outside of GitHub.
The comparison of activities between curation repositories and software projects illustrates that
curation repositories have a more stable structure, receive more contributions from the community,
and do not have multiple owners to lead them.
The emergence of curation on GitHub and its wide popularity has important implications.
It suggests that curation may become an important way for software developers to communicate
knowledge, as the challenges of participating in multiple social media channels to face a large volume
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of resources are increasing [15,24]. Also, the curator role may become more important in the software
developers’ community, and software developers can curate resources to make an impact. Last, there is
potential for appending different pieces of information signals to each curation item inside a curation
repository to reduce the navigational cost inside a curation repository.
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